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Abstract

Quantitative bending and compression tests on micropillars made of two different amorphous alloys, with tip diameters ranging from 93 to 645 nm, are performed in situ in a transmission electron microscope (TEM). Under microcompression each pillar shows an intermittent plastic flow accommodated by inhomogeneous shear banding. However, the individual shear banding events are strongly size-dependent, i.e. in larger pillars the deformation is controlled by nucleation of shear bands, but in smaller pillars it becomes propagation-controlled. On the other hand, the yield stress is essentially size-independent. Microbending tests show further advantages by amplifying size effects and minimizing artifacts. An interesting finding is that by microbending, a switch from highly inhomogeneous to fully homogeneous deformation is observed at an experimentally accessible size regime near 200 nm, whereas it is not accessible under microcompression, even at a sub-100 nm scale. These size effects are well interpreted by a micromechanical model, leading to a deformation map in the stress-size space. A physical picture of nanoscale shear localization process is also provided.

© 2009 Acta Materialia Inc. Published by Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Since its discovery in the 1960s in the form of ribbons and later as thick bulk materials in the 1990s, metallic glasses (MGs) have attracted considerable attention [1–7]. Despite the high yield strength, monolithic metallic glass suffers from highly localized shear deformation at ambient temperature and therefore exhibits very limited ductility [3,4,8–10]. Understanding and controlling shear localization, especially with respect to the process by which shear bands accumulate in a specific microscopic location and propagate, both spatially and temporally, are still some of the major tasks in the research of metallic glasses [9–12].

Study of the deformation behavior of small volume metallic glass is an interesting route for the exploration of shear localization in MGs. Therefore it has attracted rapidly increasing interest over recent years [5,13–23]. It also has practical significance on guiding the design of recently booming MG-based composites [24–27] or multilayers [28,29], as an attempt to improve the ductility without compromising the strength. Size effects also come into play in applications of MG-components-incorporated micro-/nano-electromechanical systems (MEMS/NEMS) [30]. Despite numerous studies, there is no general consensus regarding the strength and deformation mode at small-length scale. In fact, significant controversy exists since either a dramatic increase of yield strength with decreasing size [16,17,19], or even the opposite trend [21,20], has been reported. Regarding the deformation mode, although there are reports on the observation of homogeneous flow at length scales of ~400–100 nm [13,14,20], other research has shown that deformation still occurs in localized shear bands (SBs), equally as in their bulk counterpart [18,21–23].

These inconsistencies arise largely from several aspects related to the test method itself. Most of the experiments are ex situ compression tests of micropillars fabricated with
a focused ion beam (FIB). The information obtained from the ex situ experiments is limited by either a lack of quantitative stress–strain information [13] or by the incapability of monitoring the evolving deformation structure [15–21]. Especially, tapering is inevitable for FIB milled pillars with diameters down to submicrometer scale. The tapering is not a real problem for testing crystalline pillars; however, it is critical for pillars of MGs as during compression highly localized SBs may preferentially nucleate at the corner of sample-plunger contact [14–23]. This affects not only SB nucleation but also makes stress analysis rather difficult. This is especially so for the ex situ experiments when the events in the stress–strain curve cannot be correlated to particular individual SBs. These effects become more serious with smaller pillars. Another obstacle to observing intrinsic size effects in microcompression experiments is the fact that it is not possible to fabricate small enough pillars using FIB, e.g. tens of nanometers or smaller, which may be essential for the size effect, if any, to become noticeable.

In this paper we present striking new results of quantitative in situ bending and compression tests of amorphous micropillars carried out inside a transmission electron microscope (TEM). Real time recording of both the load and structural response of the pillars under compression revealed a strongly size-dependent shear banding that accommodates intermittent flow. It is demonstrated that bending tests bear particular advantages over compression tests by amplifying size effects and minimizing artifacts. A more complete switching from fully shear banding to fully homogeneous flow in an experimentally accessible regime is brought forward by microbending tests.

2. Experimental

Micropillars were cut by FIB from two kinds of metallic glass ribbons, Cu-based Cu47Ti13Zr11Ni6Sn5Si3 and Zr-based Zr50Ti16.5Cu15Ni18.5 prepared by melt spinning. Their elastic moduli measured by nanoindentation are 106 and 92 GPa, respectively. The tensile fracture behavior of the former made into thin foils has been recently investigated in situ in TEM [5]. Free-standing microwedges of thickness around 2 μm were first made from the ribbons with electrochemical etching. An FEI Strata DB235 dual beam FIB-SEM system was then used to mill a series of rectangular beams on the microwedge and finally micropillars out of these beams at 30 kV, as shown in Fig. 1. A final polishing procedure using an exceptionally low current of 20 pA is used and confirmed to be effective in reducing the surface damage, and minimizing the tapering angle that is inevitable in the milling of pillars with diameter smaller than 1 μm. More than 40 pillars of tip diameters ranging from 93 to 645 nm were successfully fabricated. The pillars have a rather small taper angle between 2.0° and 3.5°, and importantly well-defined gauge lengths ranging from 1.2–2.0 μm and aspect ratios from 3 to 8. TEM observations confirmed the uniform amorphousness of the micropillars.

3. Results

3.1. Evolution of shear bands under compression

Fig. 2 shows a sequence of frames grabbed from video that record the compression of a Cu-based pillar. The pillar has a relatively large tip diameter of 645 nm and was compressed under load rate control. The pillar shows elastic deformation followed by a jerky type deformation with transient shear banding events registered with displacement bursts in the displacement–load curve. The SBs 1 and 2 (marked in the images) initiated sequentially from the top.
of the pillar, presumably due to combined effect of the slight tapering and the initial imperfect pillar–punch contact, causing the sequential appearance of bursts a and b in the curve. In contrast, the burst c is a result of a subsequent jerky type growth of the SB 2. Interestingly, the occurrence of the local SBs 1 and 2 does not seem to weaken the pillar. On the contrary, it enables the pillar to bear a higher load upon further loading due to the increase of the load-bearing diameter. With increasing load, the pillar finally deforms with a catastrophic major shear process. From the SEM image, this process is associated with the operation of multiple shear bands, i.e. the primary SB 3 carrying the majority of the shear displacement (strain) and a few neighboring secondary SBs (SBs 4–6). The secondary SBs with minor shear displacements may not traverse the pillar but die out gradually inside the pillar, e.g. the SB 4. The duration of the fast running process is very short (<0.04 s) and the sequence of the initiation of shear bands 3–6 cannot be resolved from the video frames and the load–displacement curve, indicating simultaneous occurrence of these multiple shear bands. The short duration, together with the large shear displacement (∼690 nm in axial direction, and ∼1 μm resolved to the shear plane), results in a rather high shear velocity (>25,000 nm s⁻¹).

Markedly, after the major shear process the pillar is not completely fractured. Upon further loading the load recovers quickly back to the previous value. Similar fracture tolerance and large engineering plastic strain have already been noticed at micrometer scale. It can be explained by an “extrinsic” size effect [17], since the critical shear offset at which failure happens (typically taken as 10–20 μm) in bulk MGs [36,37] cannot be reached in such small pillars.

Upon decreasing diameter, the deformation shows more pronounced intermittent characteristics. This is due either to more frequent initiation of new SBs or to repeated post-initiation growth (reactivation) of preexisting SBs in multiple steps. Fig. 3 shows frames snapped from a video recording the compression of a 440 nm tip-diameter pillar, which was compressed under displacement control and subjected to three loading–unloading cycles. While SBs 1 and 2 occurred successively causing load drop events a and c in the curve, respectively, SBs 3 and 4 are subsequently triggered, simultaneously causing a larger burst event e. Finally SBs 5 and 6 as well as a few minor SBs (see the post-mortem SEM) were triggered simultaneously during the last large burst g. Remarkably, none of these shear bands run over a long distance upon initiation. Instead, they are arrested after a small distance of propagation (∼20 nm) and subsequently grow (or reactivate) intermittently in many steps, each of them carrying a limited shear offset. Therefore, a higher frequency of transient events in the load–displacement curve is detected. Compared to the predominant SB in the aforementioned thicker pillar the deformation here is more distributed into many events of shear bands initiation and subsequent propagation. This tendency increases upon decreasing diameter, as will be revealed by a statistical analysis in the following section.

The representative deformation morphologies of Cu-based pillars over the total investigated size range are shown in Fig. 4, and the representative engineering stress versus displacement curves are shown in Fig. 5. According to the SEM micrographs it is interesting to note that as the pillar diameter reduces from 650 to <100 nm, the apparent deformation mode shows a gradual transition from highly inhomogeneous to relatively homogeneous. A few well-developed major shear bands with sharp leading fronts at larger diameters in Fig. 4a–e are gradually transformed into
a larger number of diffuse shear processes with more rounded leading fronts and seemingly torsion-like morphologies (see the 255 and 178 nm pillars shown in Fig. 4f and g). This phenomenon becomes increasingly significant upon further decreasing pillar diameters down to ~100 nm. The inhomogeneity in the deformation of the 96 nm tip-diameter pillar is hardly detectable from the morphology (Fig. 4j), although the stress response curve still clearly records profuse shear banding events (Fig. 5d).

This tendency is also clear from the engineering stress versus displacement curves in Fig. 5. It can be seen that the frequency of bursts increases rapidly with decreasing pillar diameter. It indicates more frequently activated shear banding events, whereas the shear displacement/strain carried by individual shear banding events decreases fast, indicating suppression of shear band propagation. At the same time, a close-up examination of individual events (insets in Fig. 5) reveals that, with decreasing pillar diameter, the abrupt shear processes become increasingly gradual in thinner pillars. The shear displacement in thinner pillars proceeds more smoothly, while the stress decreases more steadily, in agreement with the observation of diffuse SBs.

These tendencies can be further described by a quantitative analysis of individual shear events versus diameter (Fig. 6). According to the data fitting, the fast increasing frequency \( f \) of bursts with decreasing diameter \( D \) follows roughly a power law decay of \( f \propto D^{-1.3} \). The amplitude of the burst \( s \) can be expressed as \( s_{\text{max}} \propto D^{2.51} \) and \( s_{\text{avr}} \propto D^{1.2} \), where the subscripts denote the maximum burst and the average of rest bursts, respectively. The velocity of shear displacement jump (Fig. 6c) shows similar tendency as the amplitude and can be expressed as \( v_{\text{max}} \propto D^{2.00} \) and \( v_{\text{avr}} \propto D^{1.3} \), respectively.

From Fig. 6, at the smallest diameter of ~100 nm, the amplitude of the shear displacement jumps is very small (at the order of 10 nm), carrying a shear strain at the order of 1 assuming 10 nm shear band thickness according to TEM observations (see e.g. Ref. [38]). The propagation of the SBs takes a time lapse of tens of milliseconds, producing a very small shear velocity, less than 200 nm s\(^{-1}\). A low propagation speed of SBs in small size MG pillars has also been noticed recently in another publication [14]. By compression measurements on MG pillars with effective diameters ranging between 200 and 300 nm, it is concluded [14] that “the shear displacement rate in each jerky motion was only a small fraction of 1 \( \mu \text{m s}^{-1} \).” At such a diameter our measurements would give a value around 100 nm s\(^{-1}\) and we can conclude that the velocity data match each
other. This lower propagation speed here is in sharp contrast to the shear bands in unconstrained bulk MGs (BMGs), which propagate largely to tens of micrometers distance within a few nanoseconds to a couple of microseconds [39–42], resulting in an extremely high velocity, i.e. near the speed of sound. The relatively low speed indicates an incipient and immature nature of the shear bands in these small pillars compared to bulk. Also the acceleration and deceleration transients may contribute on average to a lower velocity compared to phenomena in bulk material.

3.2. Yield stress as a function of size

To accurately determine the yield stress, a test is normally interrupted at a certain stage to measure the effective load-bearing diameter, that is the minimum diameter at the purely elastically deformed region measured ahead of the most forefront SB. Together with the real time recorded load corresponding to this diameter, the procedure leads to an accurate determination of the yield stress (SB initiation stress). One of the examples is displayed in Fig. 3, with the measured values in each loading–unloading cycle indicated. It can be seen that, by measuring the instantaneous load-bearing diameter, the yield stresses recorded in different test cycles of the same pillar are quite reproducible.

Fig. 7 summarizes the measured values of the yield stress for a large number of micropillars, Cu-based and Zr-based, plotted as a function of effective pillar diameter. It turns out that there is essentially no diameter-dependence in the yield stress. This finding is in contrast to the recently reported dramatic size effects in increasing the yield stress of micrometer sized Mg-based and Zr-based glasses [14–16], but is closer to the latest studies on Pd-based amorphous alloys, which reported slight size effect but supposed this to be due to artifacts not excludable by the ex situ experiments [20,21].

As is well known, the high yield strength of metallic glass is due to the lack of an "easy" flow mechanism such as "dislocation sliding" in crystalline materials. As a consequence, in metallic glass one would not expect a "smaller is stronger" phenomenon observed, e.g. in nanocrystalline materials due to dislocation starvation mechanism [43,44]. The fracture strength (which is slightly higher than the yield strength) of BMGs is essentially controlled by interatomic bonding and has a roughly linear relationship with elastic modulus as \( \sigma_f = 0.02E \) [3] or \( \tau_f = 0.027G \) [45], where \( \sigma_f \) and \( \tau_f \) are normal and shear fracture strength, and \( E \) and \( G \) are Young’s modulus and shear modulus, respectively. This is still applicable to the present result of small volume pillars.

3.3. Evolution of shear bands under bending

The results so far dealing with microcompression have demonstrated a size-dependence in individual shear band-
ing events, i.e. spatially from sharp to diffuse, or temporally from abrupt to gradual, with decreasing size. However, according to our analysis we have not clearly distinguished a homogeneous component in the deformation of the pillars subjected to compression. Although the thinnest pillar has apparently homogeneous deformation morphology, the deformation is still intermittent plastic flow accommodated by inhomogeneous shear banding. The apparent homogeneous flow is involved in the character of individual shear banding which is size-dependent. This is still the case, even with a diameter down to sub-100 nm scale, which is the experimentally accessible diameter limit for FIB milling. Nevertheless, we noticed that a deviation from uniaxial loading condition in the deformation of some extremely thin pillars may provide interesting hints of homogeneous flow. These sub-100 nm diameter pillars invariably have a rounded tip as a side product of FIB milling, while the initial deformation at the tip always flattens the rounded tips out by a bulging (mushrooming) effect, characteristic of homogeneous flow (Fig. 8). Presumably this phenomenon is promoted by a combined effect of the extremely small size and the local stress triaxiality arising from the rounded geometry. However, after this initial mushrooming stage, shear banding takes over. In an attempt to explore the possibility of a fully homogeneous deformation with decreasing size, we have designed microbending tests. It will be demonstrated that microbending tests have particular advantages since they minimize various artifacts and make the size effect more pronounced in an experimentally accessible regime.

There are a couple of practical difficulties in designing a standard microbending test inside a TEM due to the clamped-free boundary conditions. Simple deflection also suffers from the high stress concentration at the corner near the base. A practical solution that is proposed in this study is to intentionally introduce a small misalignment (3°) between the tip and the pillar. Considering the non-standard nature of the microbending test, a three-dimensional FEM (finite element modeling) approach was carried out to assist the stress–strain analysis by assuming an isotropic and ideally elastic–plastic material behavior. The results are shown in Fig. 9. It is seen that, when the stress on the compressive side just reaches the predefined yield point (1.7 GPa, see Fig. 7), deformation is already characterized by bending deformation with the left side under tension and right side under compression (neutral plane in green
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**Fig. 6.** Quantitative analysis of individual burst events as a function of pillar tip diameter: (a) frequency of bursts defined as the number of bursts per unit engineering strain; (b) amplitude and (c) velocity of shear displacement jumps (SDJs) transferred to 45° shear planes with the solid trend lines being power law fittings. The right axis reads the strain and strain rate of SDJs assuming 10 nm shear band thickness. Solid lines are power law fittings.
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**Fig. 7.** Yield stress versus pillar diameter for both metallic glasses with trend lines indicated (the error bars indicate the uncertainties in stress due to column diameter determination).
in Fig. 9). The distribution of stress and strain is not fully symmetric yet, but becomes more symmetric with increasing tip displacement and finally close to symmetric bending. Importantly, the maximum deformation occurs around the region at half height (Fig. 9c and d), rather than near the tip-pillar contact (as is the case for monotonic compression) or at the base of the pillar (case in simple deflection). Thus, the complexity due to local stress concentrations is avoided and various related artifacts can be minimized. Notice that no details of shear banding or cracking can be observed from the FEM as isotropic plastic deformation is assumed and no microstructural features are involved.

3.4. Results of microbending: homogeneous versus inhomogeneous flow

Microbending tests carried out on pillars with relatively large diameters ($D > \sim 500$ nm) confirm that localized shear deformation (SBs) is still the dominant deformation mode, in agreement with the compression test. The deformation evolution of a 505 nm tip-diameter pillar is shown in Fig. 10. The shear displacements associated with SBs at the surface of the compressive side emerge almost simultaneously. Subsequently the first SB at the tensile side of the pillar nucleates, as shown in Fig. 10a. This sequence is consistent with the initial asymmetrical stress distribution due to a compression component overlapping with the bending. When deformation proceeds, more SBs are observed to nucleate at the tensile side and the shear offsets at both sides increase continuously. Fig. 10d shows typical SBs with stair-like morphology due to shear offsets at the surface. Fracture is not observed in these pillars.

This observation of shear banding is similar to that observed in “bulk” MG plates hundreds of micrometers thickness [36,46,47]. Those plates showed multiple shear banding as the excessive development of one single SB is suppressed under bending. Ductility was found to increase with decreasing size [36,46,47], since the shear offsets necessary to cause fracture along a SB are hard to reach in a thin plate. This effect was satisfactorily explained as a purely geometric effect [36,46,47,37]. These understandings seem to remain valid for the pillars with the rather large diameters, since the deformation mechanism is not changed.

Micropillars with diameters decreasing to $\sim 200$ nm level show interesting new deformation mechanisms. One example of this is shown in Fig. 11. In agreement with the stress and strain distribution shown in Fig. 9, the middle part of this 185 nm tip-diameter pillar started to show pronounced deformation at the early stage of bending. Very interestingly, the deformation is rather homogeneous and not localized into a certain shear plane, and no detectable
sharp shear offsets associated with SBs were observed. Instead a small bump (indicated by solid white arrow) is observed at the compressive side and a small concave or necking (open arrow pointed) appeared in the tensile side at the position opposite to the bump. As deformation proceeds, the bump and necking become more pronounced, and the bump developed to a ridge on the corrugated surface under compression in Fig. 11c, typical of ductile deformation. At the lower part near the base the deformation is characterized by fully homogeneous flow without any detectable localization. When the load is removed, significant permanent deformation (e.g. up to 15% longitudinal strain near the base) accommodated by the homogeneous flow remains. Close-up inspection of the dark-field TEM image reveals some lighter contrast at the most deformed region. The effect of decreasing the pillar diameter from ~500 nm manifests itself by prohibiting any SBs from nucleating, and thus prompting the alternative deformation mechanism, i.e. fully homogeneous flow. Presumably, this is related to the extremely high stress gradient which cannot be reached at larger scale. Within the purely elastic regime, the longitudinal strain in an element within a vertical beam at a distance $y$ from the neutral plane located at a position $y_0$ is expressed geometrically as $\varepsilon_{\text{xx}} = -(y-y_0)/\rho$, where $\rho$ is the radius of curvature of the neutral plane. Approximately assuming $y_0 = 0$ (symmetric bending), the stress can be expressed as $\sigma_{\text{xx}} = -yE/\rho$, with $E$ being the Young’s modulus. Obviously $\sigma_{\text{xx}}$ is the highest at $y = D/2$ (half diameter). As deformation proceeds, decreasing $\rho$ builds up an increasing stress. Consequently, yielding or cracking occurs when $\sigma$ at $y = D/2$ reaches a critical value $\sigma_c$ at a minimum radius of curvature $\rho_c = -2\sigma_c/(E)$.

4. Discussion

4.1. Intrinsic size effects in the mechanical response

While the initiation of shear banding is controlled by the shear stress, the propagation of the shear band is governed by the stored elastic energy. Consider a deforming volume inside a pillar $V = L^3$ that accommodates an individual shear band, where $L$ is linked to the diameter of the pillar $D$. The elastic strain energy accumulated in this volume is $uV$, where $u$ is the elastic strain energy density, for uniaxial deformation $u = \sigma^2/(2E)$, $\sigma$ being the stress. When a burst occurs under compression, the energy released is approximately $\Gamma = V(\sigma_i^2 - \sigma_{i+1}^2)/(2E)$, $\sigma_i$ and $\sigma_{i+1}$ are the stresses before and after the $i$th burst, i.e.

$$\Gamma_i = \frac{1}{4} \sqrt{2(\sigma_i^2 - \sigma_{i+1}^2)} \frac{L}{E}$$

where $\Gamma_i$ is taken as the energy released per unit area of a 45° shear band. Obviously, $\Gamma_i$ scales linearly with $L$. This helps to understand the modest deformation in smaller pillars. Rewriting the above equation gives:

$$\sigma_{i+1} = \sqrt{\sigma_i^2 - 2\sqrt{2EG_i}}$$

where $\sigma_i$ is essentially equal to the size-independent yield stress of the MG pillars. The release of the same amount of energy per unit area $\Gamma$ in a thinner pillar results in a larger stress drop. This is indeed confirmed by a closer examination of stress drops shown in Fig. 5 (see the insets), via a comparison of individual bursts carrying similar displacements (strains), e.g. 20 nm, in pillars with different diameters. It is clear that the resultant stress drops less than 0.1 GPa in the Ø645 nm pillar is increasing continuously with decreasing diameters to more than 0.5 GPa in the Ø96 nm pillar. The experimentally observed stress drop is qualitatively consistent with the trend that can be predicted by Eq. (2). This is because the stress drop scales monotonically with the elastic energy that is transferred to unit area of SB. According to Eq. (2), a small volume needs a larger load drop to release the same amount of energy than released in a larger volume. Detailed evolution of the local stress field around the shear band needs further examination. A further quantitative prediction of the real value of the load drop is still rather difficult, due to lack of insights into the detailed physical processes that take place during shear banding.

Once the stress $\sigma_{i+1}$ is lower than a critical value $\sigma_c$, a shear band ceases to propagate. $\sigma_c$ reflects the strength of a shear band that is controlled by the amount of disorder. For shear bands carrying the same strain, $\sigma_c$ can be considered as a constant. Due to larger stress drops in smaller diameter pillars, a shear band tends to stop. As a consequence, it
requires rebuilding of stress to reactivate the shear band or to initiate another one. This explains from a mechanics viewpoint the experimentally observed frequent arrest and re-initiation of SBs especially in thinner pillars. In a thick pillar, a propagating shear band has less opportunity to stop due to small load drop, and continuous propagation may further reduce the value of $\sigma$ due to continuous free volume creation and also remarkable temperature increase [41,42], and consequently resulting in large bursts. In BMGs, the nucleation of a SB may directly lead to catastrophic failure. In this sense the deformation of larger specimens is essentially controlled by the nucleation of shear bands. With decreasing diameter, however, the frequent arrest of SBs indicated that the deformation becomes more likely controlled by SB propagation. However, it should be noted that this should be a gradual transition with decreasing size from bulk scale to nanoscale, and the biggest pillars in the present research is in fact already small compared to bulk specimen. This is why we still see moderate speed and multiple SBs.

Multiple shear banding had been confirmed by in situ observation shown in Figs. 2 and 3. In that case, the evolution of one single shear band is often coupled with that of another. Upon an attempt to fully resolve the evolution of one individual SB, a thinner pillar with tip diameter of 240 nm was particularly tested at a relatively low strain rate (one order lower than commonly used), as shown in Fig. 12. A number of jump events in the stress–response curve can be attributed to the intermittent growth (or repeated activation) of one major shear band traversing the pillar. This major SB is free of constraint at the leading front, but is frequently arrested, and reactivates only upon further increase in load. This observation can be well explained by, and is an extra support of, the micromechanical model proposed above.

To understand the appearance of the fully homogeneous flow, we extend the micromechanical model to the bending deformation. For bending we derive $U_{c-bend} = \sigma_c^2/(8E)$, with $\sigma$ being the maximum value at $y = D/2$. Assuming that the energy is fully transferred to the SB, $U_{c(b+1)} = 0$ and consequently for compression and bending we have, respectively:

$$\Gamma_{\text{\small{A-\text{uniax}}}} = L\sqrt{\frac{\sigma_{\text{\small{uniax}}}^2}{4E}}$$

(3)

$$\Gamma_{\text{\small{A-bend}}} = L\sqrt{\frac{\sigma_{\text{\small{bend}}}^2}{16E}}$$

(4)

where $\sigma_{\text{uniax}}$ and $\sigma_{\text{bend}}$ are the maximum stress before shear banding under uniaxial and bending deformation, respectively. For both cases $\Gamma_{\text{A}}$ scales linearly with $L$. Assuming $\sigma_{\text{bend}}$ is close to $\sigma_{\text{uniax}}$ (yield stress), for the same $L$, Eqs. (3) and (4) yield $\Gamma_{\text{A-bend}} = \Gamma_{\text{A-uniax}}/4$. To release the same amount of energy, it needs $L_{\text{bend}} = 4L_{\text{uniax}}$, with $L_{\text{bend}}$ and $L_{\text{uniax}}$ being the critical sizes necessary to nucleate a SB under bending and uniaxial deformation. This explains why the size effect, particularly the fully homogeneous flow which is unable to be observed even at sub-100 nm scale under compression, is shifted by microbending to a larger size regime above 200 nm, where experimental work is feasible. Based on the present bending tests it is possible to estimate the critical value $\Gamma_{\text{A-c}}$ required to nucleate a shear band. Assuming a critical $L_{\text{bend}} = 220$ nm, using a size-independent yield stress of $\sigma_{\text{bend}} = 1.7$ GPa, and known $E = 100$ GPa, according to Eq. (4) $\Gamma_{\text{A-c}} = 0.56$ J m$^{-2}$. This is much smaller than the values of 10 J m$^{-2}$ and 9 J m$^{-2}$ used in a Pd-based [20] and a Zr-based [22] MG, respectively. Therefore it provides the reason why an expected switch in deformation mode from localization to homogeneity is not observed in Ref. [22], as the real value of the critical size may be much smaller than that used.

Based on the experiments and analysis so far, a deformation map can be introduced. If we assume $\sigma_{\text{c-uniax}}$ and $\sigma_{\text{c-bend}}$ as critical stresses necessary to drive a SB (producing $\Gamma_{\text{A-c}}$) in a volume $\Omega = L^3$, after rewriting Eqs. (3) and (4), we arrive at

$$\sigma_{\text{c-uniax}} = 2^{7/4} \sqrt{\frac{\Gamma_{\text{A-c}}}{L}}$$

(5)

$$\sigma_{\text{c-bend}} = 2^{7/4} \sqrt{\frac{\Gamma_{\text{A-c}}}{L}}$$

(6)

Eq. (5) is similar to the one obtained in Ref. [20]. Obviously, the stress needed to drive a SB increases with decreasing characteristic length, and the stress required for bending is two times that of compression. As plotted in Fig. 13, deformation is characterized by shear banding and homogeneous flow under uniaxial deformation and microbending, respectively. This map clearly demonstrates the size-dependence of deformation modes and the relative threshold sizes of mode switch for compression and micro-bending, respectively.

This critical size for the transition of deformation modes from intermittent shear banding to homogeneous flow may, in practice, be influenced by several aspects. The first factor is the material system and process-introduced defects. As in pillars of sputtered Pd$_{77}$Si$_{23}$, homogeneous deformation has been reported to emerge even at a diameter around 400 nm [20]. The second factor is the local stress state. The deviation from uniaxial state, like the initial local deformation at the rounded tip of the thin pillars shown in Fig. 8, and homogeneous bending in Fig. 11, has evidenced to suppress the shear band initiation. These observations indicate that the multiaxial loading at small sizes accelerates the inhomogeneous-to-homogeneous transition with decreasing diameters.

The physical description that emerges is the following: In MG pillars of randomly disordered structure, the yield strength is determined by cooperative shear motion of atomic clusters (also related to shear transformation zones (STZs) and flow defects [9–11,48]). In our view all sites

---

1 According to basic formula from mechanics of materials: $\rho = EI/M$, $dU = (M^2/2EI)dx$, we get $dU_c = [\sigma_c(x/E)]^2(EI/2)dx$, since $I = Mr^4/4$, $dU_c = (1/8)[\sigma_c^2(x/E)]\pi r^2dx = (1/8)[\sigma_c^2(x/E)]dV$. 

---
have equal probability of becoming a flow defect, the size of which depends on the applied stress. In our previous theoretical work [49–52] (based on molecular dynamics method) dealing with brittle fracture of randomly disordered system we derived the strength (taking into account the interaction between flaws):

$$\sigma_{\text{fail}} \propto \left( \log \frac{h}{\xi} \right)^{-1/\mu}$$

(7)

where $\xi$ represents the correlation length within the samples of equal base and of a characteristic dimension $h$. The exponent $\mu$ depends on the dimensionality of the system and the interactions among the flow defects; theoretically it is equal to 4 in three-dimensional central force fields. Since $\xi_{\text{large sample}} > \xi_{\text{small sample}}$, a size-independent strength requires $\mu_{\text{small}} < \mu_{\text{large}}$. Theoretically upon decreasing size $\mu$ decreases from 4 to 1 [49–52], depending on the details of the interacting stress fields. Therefore, one expects that interactions among localized stress fields in a small size specimen may influence $\mu$ and also the mode of flow defect propagation. In a smaller volume the flow defects that are activated by the applied stress are statistically closer to each other whereas in a larger volume these flow defects are spatially uncorrelated at the onset of deformation. But the level of correlation does not affect the onset of deformation, i.e. the yield stress, as is confirmed in our experiments. If mechanical loading proceeds, the deformation zones in the vicinity of these flow defects will extend. In smaller pillars there exists a higher probability that they will interact, and the early connection of flow defects releases the energy earlier, giving rise to more frequent but smaller coalescence/burst events. If the size is small enough the intermittency will be shielded and the material will exhibit a fully homogeneous flow as was seen experimentally.

4.2. Possible extrinsic size effects in the mechanical response

Additional remarks that should be made concern the possibilities of “extrinsic” factors taking part in the size effects. One general concern about FIB milled pillars for mechanical tests is Ga$^+$ implantation, and the other one is the already mentioned tapering angle. Ga$^+$ implantation has been recognized to have only a minor effect on the deformation behavior of submicrometer samples, especially of amorphous materials which are radiation tolerant [20]. A FIB introduced disordered surface layer of 3–4 nm thickness [19] and containing less than 1 at.% Ga concentration [20] is unlikely to have remarkable effects on the behavior of intrinsically disordered metallic glasses. The tapering angle of 2–3.5° is rather small compared to the 7–15° in other studies which were capable of producing MG pillars with diameters down to submicrometer scale [14,18,20,21,23]. In addition, the in situ TEM observation correlates the structure evolution and load response effectively, which further minimizes possible artifacts. Although the slight tapering still causes the deformation starting from the top and proceeding towards the base, a SB gener-
ally traverses through the pillar without constraint at either the leading or the rear front. Nevertheless, the unconstrained SBs do not run away largely but develop intermittently, with the energy released and re-accumulated repeatedly in the limited volume, indicating intrinsic effects. Moreover, with the designed bending test the limitations of the compression test were circumvented and consequently a robust size effect was appeared.

Another influencing factor is the effective strain rate. As reported from nanoindentation [53–56] and uniaxial deformation [57] of BMGs, high strain rate may lead to apparent homogenous deformation, however, which is obvious only when the strain rate scales over 3–4 orders of magnitude. In this study, all compression is controlled at the same nominal strain rate of $\sim 10^{-2} \text{ s}^{-1}$, which is unlikely to cause noticeable effects of strain rate on the deformation mode. An exception is the 240 nm pillar compressed at a relatively lower rate ([Fig. 12]), which, however, shows frequent arrest of the shear band instead of fast and large propagation preferred by a low strain rate, further pointing at an intrinsic size effect.

5. Conclusions

Compression tests of MG pillars, having diameters ranging from 93 to 645 nm, show predominant inhomogeneous and intermittent plastic flow characterized by shear banding events. It is concluded that the deformation is defect-nucleation-controlled in larger pillars but becomes propagation-controlled in smaller pillars. A micromechanical model is proposed which supports the conclusion that suppression of shear band propagation is an intrinsic size effect. Interestingly, the yield stress is essentially size-independent in comparison to crystalline materials. A transition to a fully homogeneous flow is not observed in microcompression but has been detected in microbending experiments. The micromechanical model is extended to microbending and the transition to a fully homogeneous deformation is explained. Based on the model description, a deformation map is brought forward and a physical picture regarding micro-/nano-scale shear localization process is provided, suggesting that the spatiotemporal correlations between interacting stress fields of flow defects play a decisive role in the size-dependent mechanical response of MG.
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